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Brian Duff: You're listening to the Mind4Survival Podcast Episode number 46. 

Announcer: Okay people let's begin. Three, two, one. Welcome to Mind4Survival. A show 
designed for anyone actively wanting to improve their safety, security and ability 
to overcome difficult events. Acquire basic thought processes to help you in 
everyday life. Gain insight through thought provoking interviews. Unlock your 
inner potential, be confident and increase your capabilities. This is Mind4Survival 
with your host Brian Duff. 

Brian Duff: Hi there all you Mind4Survival survivors. I'm Brian Duff, and I'd like 
to welcome you all to this episode of the Mind4Survival podcast. 

 As you all know, many of us talk about defending ourselves with 
firearms and other means. However, do you know the laws involved 
with what the repercussions may be if you do have to defend 
yourself? If you're like me, we may not know enough. Fortunately, 
this episode is going to help fix that lack of knowledge, because in 
this week's episode, we have Suzanne Sherman here to educate 
us on many of the legal aspects involved with personal defense, 
especially when it comes to firearms. 

 Now for those of you who follow her online, you already know she 
is a wealth of knowledge in this area. Not only does she bring a 
preparedness mindset to the conversation, but she brings years of 
experience as an attorney to help us understand the legal 
constraints that may be involved with defending yourself. 

 Now in this episode, we're going to cover a wide array of topics that 
every prepper should consider when planning for their personal and 
home defense. Now with that, it's important that everybody knows 
that what we're talking about in this podcast is to help out your 
situational mindset, and to get you thinking about the legal 
ramifications of defending yourself. 

 Now because every town, every city, every state, every county has 
its own particular laws, it's really important that before you act upon 
any of the information in this podcast, that you go out and seek 
advice from an attorney in your area who knows the laws specific to 
you, and where you live, because if you don't, you could find 
yourself in a really difficult situation should you be forced to defend 
yourself someday. 

 Now with that, before we get into the show, if you haven't done so, 
the contest for a bunch of great preparedness prizes is still going 
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on. So, if you'd like a chance to win a Big Berkey water filter, 
Prepper camp tickets, or some other great prizes, please go to 
mind4survival.com/survey and enter. Once you enter, keep an eye 
out for the email that will take you to the Mind4Survival Prepper 
survey, and complete the survey, and you'll be all set to have a 
chance to win some really awesome preparedness prizes. 

 With that, let's get going with Suzanne Sherman, and this episode 
on Preppers Firearms Legalities. 

Announcer: Prepare yourself. Okay. Let's go. 

Brian Duff: All right everybody. We're here today with Suzanne Sherman. For 
those of you who are in any of the preparedness groups, you've 
probably seen in there posting. If you follow her on Facebook, you'll 
see that she has some really great, and interesting views on 
politics, and it's really awesome. But what a lot of people don't 
know is Suzanne is also an attorney and has a lot of experience. I 
was speaking with Suzanne and we decided to do a show on the 
legalities of lethal force, which I think is really important for the 
preparedness community. 

 Before I can get running my mouth too much, hey Suzanne. How 
are you doing? 

Suzanne Sherman: I'm doing great. I'm so happy to be on your show Brian. 

Brian Duff: I know, I can't wait. For those who don't know, and we'll talk about 
it, is Suzanne has I think a couple of your own shows going on, and 
I'll be on those here within the next couple of weeks, so I'm really 
looking forward to it. 

 Before we get going Suzanne, would you please fill in everybody 
with your background, your accomplishments, what you have going 
online, and any other prepper related goodness. 

Suzanne Sherman: Sure, I'd be happy to. I'm a refugee from the People's Republic of 
California. When I lived out there, I grew up understanding that we 
were under a threat of earthquakes. I used to ring my hands about 
it. I was really worried about it. Then when I became a mother, I 
decided and realized that worrying about something when you have 
children that depend on you is no longer an option, so I started 
becoming prepared. 
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 I started small. I put some food, I put some water aside. Then I 
started growing my own vegetables. I started learning how to 
preserve them and prepare them. I also, once I became a single 
mom, decided that my personal protection and defending my 
children was also my responsibility. And, because of my 
background as an attorney, the owner of the firearms school that I 
went to offered to train me, and get me NRA certified so I could 
teach what they call Section 3, the legal section of the PPIH, 
PPOH, Personal protection in the home, personal protection 
outside the home course. 

 Central to that is the legalities of the authorization to use lethal 
force. Unhappy with the firearms laws, and the other issues in 
California, I decided to move to Utah. I found the ultimate prepper's 
paradise here, and I'm in the mountains of Utah. I've changed my 
life in a way that I could be prepared, but also have a really great 
life. 

Brian Duff: That's awesome. No, I think that's really important. It's great that I 
think there are a lot of people like you. Case in point, I left California 
years ago mostly due to their laws, and the taxes, and everything 
else out there. We're not going to get politics on this show 
necessarily, but yeah, I'm all for it, and people voting with their feet, 
and doing what they think is best. No, congrats on getting out of 
there, and doing your thing. 

 I know, I see you on Facebook every once in a while, and it looks 
like you've got a pretty good thing going on up there. 

Suzanne Sherman: Well, I really do. The thing is, also I've been able now to get on K-
Talk, which is a station out here, it's an AM station in the Sandy 
area. They have prepper talk radio, they have other all sorts of 
options for listening to whether you want to learn about political 
situations, the news, preparedness. It's a great forUm, and really 
expanded my audience. 

 I have my own online show called the Wasatch Report. We have a 
network we started called the Cerberus Radio Network. So we say 
what we do is defend liberty and freedom from the flames of 
tyranny. So it's a lot of fun. But what I tried to do was combine 
preparedness and people that understand the proper role of 
government. 
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 I have people that are very political. I have friends running for 
Governor for Unite States Senate, and I also have my 
preparedness minded following. My goal is to try to combine the 
two. So if we can combine our preparedness skills, and bring 
people like you to my listeners, and have also people that are really 
into the preparedness mindset understand where we went wrong 
politically, I think that we would be a force to be reckoned with 
because we can survive and learn from our mistakes, and not make 
them again. 

Brian Duff: Before we get going into this, especially on the firearms legalities, 
I'm really passionate about this, and I'm so happy to have you on, 
and there's other attorneys out there, because I think there's a lot of 
misconceptions within the preparedness community about the 
legalities. 

 I think people can really get themselves in a huge bind because 
they don't know the law, or they believe in the internet lawyers that 
are running around Facebook saying, "No, we should do this." Or 
people say, "It's your right." I get it. Hey, everybody has their rights, 
and I'm a big proponent of our rights and all that. But at the same 
time, we live within a system whether it's right, and wrong, or 
indifferent, that there is ramifications for actions. 

 Before we really get going into this, what are the over-arching legal 
mindset questions that you think people should consider well in 
advance of any personal defense situation, or anything like that, 
that they really need to think about because whether it's going 
hands on with somebody, or engaging someone with a firearm, 
whatever the case may be, there's ramifications for those actions. 
So what are your thoughts on what they should consider well in 
advance of that? 

Suzanne Sherman: Well, I think that's a great question because we really have a two 
fold inquiry here. It's, first, you have to really look at yourself. I don't 
care if you're male, or female, you have to ask yourself before you 
undertake the training to learn how to use lethal force, especially if 
it's with a firearm, because we ... I'll get to the legality in a minute, 
but you have to ask yourself, when the time comes to it to do so, 
and to act, have you made that commitment to act decisively, 
because hesitation when lethal force is needed, will get you killed, 
or the people that are depending on you to keep them safe. Your 
children, for instance, your family members. 
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 You have to come up with that moral consideration, that ethical 
consideration, can you take a life ahead of time? Again, the goal is 
not to kill, but it's to stop the threat. 

 The other question we have to ask is, are you prepared? Do you 
understand ahead of time the legalities, because what you consider 
to be a justification, a legal justification might ultimately be viewed 
as not a legal justification in the eyes of the law. So it's really good 
to have an understanding of both yourself and the law before it 
comes to this. 

 This is what I talk about preparedness. When I moved up here, for 
instance, I started learning how to hunt because I wanted to learn 
how to hunt, how to preserve the meat, how to deal with it before I 
actually needed that food to survive. It's much better to learn what 
you need to learn when you are not under the pressure of having to 
know it. 

Brian Duff: That's spot on. You know, I'm glad you touched on that one point 
there about people in their homes when they are trying decide 
whether they should engage in stuff, and what's going on because 
in addition to legalities, I think a lot of people don't really think it 
through. I've talked about this before, and I spoke on this out when 
I've done some speaking engagements. I try to remind people that 
you might be legally justified, and civilly justified, and are okay, and 
we'll get into all that later, but have you planned on how you're 
going to engage somebody in your home, because especially 
nowadays we have all these stick built homes with dry walls. 

 If you haven't thought that through, and people say, "Well, I'll use 
my M-4, I'll use AR-15 or whatever." When you let that round go, it's 
going somewhere in your house. If a bad guy is shooting back at 
you, it's going somewhere in your house. If you have family 
members, where is your kid's, or your wife's, or your husband's or 
whoever, where is their bedroom? Where are they in the time this 
happens? Because, it's a 360 degree shooting range, and those 
rounds go through your floors, they go through your ceilings, they 
go through your walls. 

 I think people really need to consider that part, and actually plan the 
defense of their home if that's something they're going to do or 
think about it, because they can have a huge other issue with family 
members being hurt, injured, dead, and all that. I'm really glad you 
brought that up. 
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Suzanne Sherman: Yeah, and we'll get into that. You also have to consider if you are 
going to, like I carry with me wherever I go, and if you are going to 
need to use that firearm in a public situation, you have to consider 
who else is around. We've all seen those videos where everybody 
is cheering on the victims in the convenience store firing without 
even aiming at the fleeing perpetrator. Again, we'll get into that. 

 But you have to remember also, now going to my two fold inquiry 
earlier, every round you fire has a lawyer attached to it. There will 
be a consequence. Either criminally or civilly. Again, we are dealing 
right now with the situation. We have not gone WROL, Without Rule 
Of Law. We can't just do what we want, and do what we want to do 
with the body after the fact. We are not there yet, so we have to 
work within the constraints of our legal system. 

 That being said, let's look at what is the overall ... we have kind of a 
generic, the state laws can vary. Some of them will have a stand-
your-ground law, some of them will not. Some of them will have a 
duty to retreat. I'll give you the generic breakdown, but you must be 
familiar with the laws in your state. 

 Basically, we have to understand when is the use of lethal force 
justified? It's justified when you have an imminent, an immediate 
fear, a serious bodily injury, or death to yourself or others. This is 
subjected, the standard is subjected to what we call, the reasonable 
person test. What would a reasonable person under same or 
similar circumstances consider to be a threat? 

 You have to consider the immediate, the seriousness of the threat 
to yourself or others, and what others consider that same threat as 
a valid use of justification, or the use of lethal force. 

Brian Duff: That's a great point. I think within the preparedness community, a 
lot of times we have our associations, our other preppers that think 
the way we do. What people don't often think about is when you 
have that use of force, or you have that incidence, and you're 
talking about what reasonable people would think, we know how a 
lot of people view preppers. The society you may be getting tried in, 
or you may be subjected to their laws, may not be what you think is 
reasonable. It's their interpretation of reasonable, correct? 

Suzanne Sherman: Absolutely. Here's one of the things. I love reading those Post A-talk 
novels because they really give you some scenarios that you might 
not have thought of afterwards. For instance, when we talk about 
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you have this fear of serious bodily injury to yourself or others, what 
they will say is defending your property is never a justification for 
the use of lethal force. 

 But let's say now we are in a collapsed situation, and you know 
what? Your food preserves, your firewood, your water storage, if 
you lose that, you guys are dead. So things will change when we 
have those rules in that situation. That will be different, but for now 
what we have to ask ourselves is, is the fear, breaking down the 
standard I brought up earlier, imminent, immediate, fear of serious 
bodily injury, or death to yourself or others, you have to ask 
yourself, is this an imminent threat? Is this a serious threat to 
yourself? 

 If it really isn't, you're going to be on shaky grounds. Is this an 
immediate fear? Well, that means we have a qualifier here. A 
conditional threat is not really going to count as either imminent or 
immediate, or it could be imminent, but not immediate. So if 
somebody says, "You know what? I'm going to go get a pizza. 
When I come back, I'm going to blow your brains out." Well, that's 
certainly is a serious threat. It's something that would qualify as 
imminent, but it is not immediate. If somebody says, "If you don't 
stop doing something, I will kill you" well, again, that's imminent, but 
it's not immediate, and it's also conditional. It depends on your own 
behavior. 

 These are the things that will go against you if you use lethal force. 
So if it's not a threat that's very serious, if somebody just says 
they're going to punch you on the nose, obviously you can't shoot 
them. If it's not immediate, and you have an opportunity to escape 
this threat, and I'm not talking about duty to retreat here. But if it's 
not going to happen right away, and you have a chance to do 
something to get away, we're talking a day, an hour, whatever. It 
depends on what we call the totality of the circumstances, these are 
all things you have to hear. 

 Serious bodily injury. If somebody is about to break some arms, or 
seriously injure you, yes you have a right to defend yourself. Again, 
we're not talking about trying to kill the other person. I'm a huge fan 
of Colonel Jeff Cooper who would advocate the use of force to stop 
the threat. 

 You hear a lot of people, you mentioned earlier a lot of the rumors 
that go around, or the vernacular people. So I'll just shoot till my 
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slide lock is open. You want to shoot to stop the threat. What's 
stupid about that is you might empty your magazine, and then 
guess what? You might not have time to do a combat reload, and 
here comes some more bad guys. Stop the threat, and then assess 
the situation. 

Brian Duff: We see a lot of those comments that people say, "I'll shoot till my 
slide lock's open." Or this and that being posted on Facebook. How 
does that, what people post on there, let's say somebody posts a 
bunch of statements like that, and then they actually get involved in 
a shoot, how does that figure into things? Is that something like the 
district attorney, or whoever will go in and do some research and if 
they can see that this person's made a bunch of statements like 
that, will be able to use that against him to actually try them for a 
crime by saying, "Hey, you knew ahead of time. You've talked about 
this. And, ahead of time, you said you will shoot anybody that 
comes in your house." Or whatever. How does that work? 

Suzanne Sherman: That's a great point, because anything you say can or will be used 
against you. We know law enforcement is going to social media to 
examine the behavior, the statements already made by individuals 
that have committed a violent act. You have to be careful because if 
you use lethal force, you could be subject to the review of a district 
attorney who is very much anti-gun, and will try to prosecute you. 

 We've heard dispatches called to dispatch when people were 
saying, "There's somebody breaking into my house. I have a gun." I 
actually heard one dispatcher tell this person, "Don't shoot. Do not 
shoot. Do not shoot." The person is coming into the house, but 
they're telling them, "Do not shoot. The police are on their way." 

 We're showing a pre-disposition of certain members of government 
to not want people to use lethal force will carry that mentality up to 
the people that have the decision, and the authority to decide 
whether or not you are going to be criminally culpable if they decide 
that, that force was not necessary. That can change from 
jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 

 In California, for instance, we had penal code section 198.5, if you 
find somebody within your home, they give you rebuttable, now 
remember, it's not a conclusive, but a rebuttable presumption that 
you were under such fear. But again, we have to look at this 
because it's rebuttable. 
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 Let's say you have an elderly neighbor. You never really got along 
with them. You never liked them. There's bad blood between the 
two of you. This person is getting older now, has some dementia, or 
they're a drunk, and you find them in your home one day. Is that an 
excuse to shoot them? Well, no. Not if they weren't an imminent, 
immediate, causing that fear of serious bodily injury to yourself. You 
can't use that as an excuse. 

 Or let's say somebody was in your home that meant harm to you 
that you could tell wasn't armed, but you could handle very easily. 
They're going to look at everything. Are you somebody, like you're 
an army ranger. If I came into your house trying to rob you, or I was 
just trying to steal some things, they would say, "You know what? 
You did not need to use that level of force." 

 People also say, well, never shoot them on the way out if they're 
leaving. I'll tell you right now, you have to look at all the 
circumstances. I live in a very remote location. If I find somebody in 
my home, and I realize that they are a threat, I will use my gun 
even if I have to shoot them in the back. People say, never ever do 
that because they're leaving. Well, I don't know that they're not just 
trying to escape and come at me from another angle, from another 
window or something. So there is no hard passed rule. 

 But let's go back to the situation where we've seen the videos 
where people are cheering on the convenience store clerks where 
they're firing their weapons without really even aiming. They've got 
their pistols, and they're firing at the perpetrator leaving the scene. 

 At that point, you're in a public place. There is going to be help very 
soon. You're also not aiming. As you know Brian, what's the number 
one rule with regard to firearms, know your target, and what's 
beyond. So you have to take into consideration the special 
circumstances of people around you. I don't have that situation 
here. 

Brian Duff: Right. That's definitely true. What you're touching on, a lot reminds 
me of some of the castle doctrine that people hear about. I know 
that varies from state to state, but would you explain what the 
overall castle doctrine is, and how to it applies to people, and what 
some of the variations are between the states, and how people 
need to maybe go look that up, and find out what the limitations are 
within their state. 
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Suzanne Sherman: Yeah, absolutely. Let's do another disclaimer here, because what 
we are not trying to do is give people legal advice for their specific 
situation. We're covering generalities, and increasing people's 
awareness that they absolutely have to understand what the laws 
are in their state. 

 The castle doctrine really just says your home is your castle. If 
somebody breaches that barrier and comes into your home, you 
have a right to defend yourself. Well, again, we have to look at the 
totality of the circumstances. How realistic is that threat? 

 I used to train with Louis Awerbuck who was at gun fight with 
Colonel Cooper for over 30 years. One day after a two day shot 
gun, defense of shot gun class, he said, "What is the number one 
rule of a gun fight?" I raised my hand, and I said, "To win." He 
points his hand at me, and he says, "No. It's don't. If you can avoid 
one, absolutely avoid it." 

 What we have to understand is if somebody is downstairs stealing 
your stereo, don't do it. Don't get involved in a gun fight. You and I 
had a conversation before. If you can, what are some alternatives? 
Always escape if you can. 

 We want to think about castle doctrine. Yes, your home is your 
castle. Some states will impose a duty to escape, a duty to retreat if 
you can. So even if somebody is coming at you with a knife, with a 
gun, if you can just get through a door, or somehow escape, then 
you have a lawful responsibility to do so. They were talking about 
that in Utah. So what they just came up with was a law that took 
away any responsibility to escape. So if you have, again, this 
imminent, immediate fear, or a serious bodily injury, or death to 
yourself or others, you do not have a duty to try and escape. 

 I think that's really important because now the prosecutors cannot 
take that into consideration because remember we have some 
people out there that we've got the social justice warriors, we've got 
the anti-gun people in government as well. We do not have people 
in government that are somehow chosen from elements of society 
that are not going to be subjected to their biases. 

 I tell people that we don't have some sort of hive where we feed 
them this royal jelly like they do in bee hives. They come from just a 
pool of society like everybody else. So they're going to have their 
biases, their preferences. So you have to absolutely be aware of 
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what the laws are where you are. If there's a duty to retreat, you 
better make sure that you understand that. If there's no duty to 
retreat, you still have to meet the standard of when lethal force is 
justified. 

Brian Duff: That's awesome. I'm really glad you touched on the legal 
disclaimer. Just so everybody knows, this is Mind4Survival, we talk 
about mindset stuff a lot on here. This is just a general mindset to 
give you some things to consider because I think a lot of people 
don't necessarily always consider, or have been exposed to a lot of 
the things they do need to consider before they get into an 
engagement or they do something. 

 The whole issue about you have ... leaving your home, or doing 
whatever, one of the things that's a defensive measure that people 
need to consider too is time and distance. The more time, the more 
distance you can put yourself between yourself and a bad event or 
a bad guy, the better off you are. If you run to engage that person, 
or to defend your home, and defend your stuff, you are reducing 
time and distance. Now you're reducing your chances of coming out 
of that situation without any problem. 

 Again, I don't necessarily think of it as a retreat if I leave my home. I 
think of it as putting time and distance between myself and a bad 
guy, reducing the chances of physical injury to myself and others, 
and at the end of the day, there is nothing in my house, any of my 
physical things that are worth the pain that will come along with it if 
I get shot, or I end up having to shoot somebody, or whatever the 
case may be. It's not to me any way. This is in a non-grid down 
situation when you're, like you said earlier, when you're protecting 
your food, and your future. This is today, every day that we're going 
through in our somewhat normal lives. 

 Nothing in my home is worth anything. That's just a physical thing 
now. I have a bunch of packers stuff people at my videos. I care 
about my packers stuff, but if a bad guy wants to take my stuff 
because he wants to become a packers fan, more power to him, I 
don't need to deal with the legal system. I want to avoid it. So I'm 
heading out until I don't have any room to go. If I can't get out of the 
house, then I'll do what I have to do. 

 But on that topic, we often hear people say, especially in the 
preparedness community, if somebody does X, I'll just shoot. I know 
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you've touched on it, but from a legal perspective, what are your 
thoughts on that statement? 

Suzanne Sherman: Well, again, it depends on the circumstances. For instance, I was 
discussing this case with, or the scenario, an individual that said if 
they were in a restaurant for example, and there was an armed 
robbery, he said, "I'm just going to stand there, and I'll just start 
shooting them." Well, you have to understand people don't really 
get how hard it is to hit human figures. And, you're also talking 
about a pistol. Unless you really, really train, you are going to likely 
miss that person, and hit somebody else. 

 If your default is to say I will just shoot them, and you haven't taken 
into consideration, first of all, pistols are not very accurate. And, 
second of all, there are going to be other people in the area. You're 
likely going to hurt an innocent bystander. If you can sit there and 
let these people do what they're going to do if they haven't harmed 
anybody. 

 I always tell people, this happens to me all the time, because open 
carry out here in Utah, and I sat down at a restaurant and one guy 
just saw my gun on my hip, and then he said, "Are you a cop?" I 
said, "No." He goes, "Well, why do you carry?" I said, "It's because 
it's the law here, and I want to be able to protect myself." His 
comment was, Well, if somebody comes in here intending ... 
causing trouble, I'll just let you handle it." 

 That's the thing, is you get some people out there that want to be a 
hero, and start opening fire in a public place. If that person has a 
gun, and they point that gun at me, that's the, "All right. I have a 
feeling that they're going to point that gun at me." That's a different 
situation. 

 I think I sent you a link for a situation that came out of Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana, sometime ago. Briefly, the factual scenario was 
this. There was an off duty police officer that was escorting a 
funeral procession. A vehicle broke into there, and disrupted the 
procession, and the officer pulled him over. The gentleman was in a 
Mercedes Benz, and it was a convertible, the top was down. 

 When he pulled the man over, he tried to bribe him. He took out a 
wallet that was very, very fat with dollar, with paper currency, and 
tried to bribe him. At this point, the officer attempted to arrest the 
individual who turned out to be an out and on parole, and this was a 
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man who was, they found out was on steroids, was going through a 
road rage, had the officer on his back, and was beating him to a 
bloody pulp. 

 Now they're fighting over the officer's Glock. The officer is trying to 
slam his firearm into the ground to jam it. We have a crowd around 
these people, and a concealed carrier comes out, and he warns the 
individual to step away, to stop hurting the officer. The officer at this 
point had multiple fractures in his face, and was starting to lose 
consciousness. 

 The concealed carrier that was an older man, he had a significant 
back injury, walked with a cane. He could not confront this man 
physically. He had to resort to lethal force. He recognized the threat 
that this man played if he got the officer's firearm, because now we 
had a multitude of people surrounding him. It took several shots to 
the body, and then one to the head to finally stop the criminal 
behavior. Unfortunately, body shots didn't do it. Lethal force here 
had to be resorted to. 

 A little more of the dynamics of the situation. The shooter, the police 
officer were white. The gentleman who was shot was a black 
individual. So now marches in the usual cast of characters who got 
the NAACP, and all the other social justice warriors coming in. The 
police officer, the shooting was warranted as justified. The police 
officer had the city attorney to defend him. But this man who saved 
the police officer's life, as well as any possible individuals that were 
watching this incident as now stood, he had to defend himself, had 
a significant expense. Added to that was a lawsuit to him by the 
victim, I will say the supposed victims of the decedents' ex girlfriend 
who, by the way had a restraining order against this guy for being 
beaten and kidnapped, and she's suing him for a loss of 
consortium. 

 Long story short, the guy suffered significant financial ruin. He was 
excoriated in the community. Trying to leave a state, you have to 
understand can you, if you take these actions and try to defend 
others, live with the repercussions civilly, and possibly criminally? 

Brian Duff: Wait, I just want to go back and confirm it. I mean, probably some 
other people are asking the same question. You have the guy 
beating on the cop, breaking him up. You have this elderly man 
comes along and shoots the guy who's beating the cop. Then after 
the shooting, after he kills this guy, the guy, the beating on the cop's 
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ex girlfriend sues the concealed carry guy who saved the police 
officer from getting beaten further or killed. 

Suzanne Sherman: Yes. For loss of consortium by the way, which this guy would have 
been violating the restraining order because you have to get a little 
closer than 100 yards to complete such an act. 

 So this is just an extreme example of how ridiculous this can be if 
you decide that you want to be a hero. That's a decision everybody 
has to make. I'm not going to say that this guy was wrong for doing 
what he did. But he had significant cause. 

 So run these scenarios through your head. You don't want to go out 
there, and be a cop in the neighborhood, or neighborhood patrol. 
We saw how well that went for Zimmerman, and Trevon Martin. I 
felt that behavior was stupid. But on the other hand, you have to 
ask yourself, "At what point will I use my firearm to defend a 
stranger?" Do you want to take that upon yourself? So you have to 
go from yourself to your inner circle, to how far you want to go in 
another situation, and would you sacrifice the ability to simply 
escape a situation to defend others? Again, these are all 
consequences you will have to live with personally. 

Brian Duff: Exactly. I try to remind people that they need to think through these 
situations. They really have to understand if you pull that trigger, 
when that round leaves the barrel, you own it. You own everything 
that happens with it regardless of your intent. 

 We've all heard about errant shots going down and hitting strangers 
or other people. I'm really glad we're touching on the civil liability 
because people don't understand how involved that can get. Let's 
say somebody does go out there and as well intended as they can 
be, they shoot somebody, the district attorney says, "No, you're 
good to go. It was justified." But then they get sued civilly. 

 How long can those kind of cases take, and what kind of fees can 
be involved, and what's the overall cost, do you think? Just in 
general terms, that somebody can incur to their life besides there's 
financial, there's all the time involved, and everything in that. Can 
you describe that process and all that? 

Suzanne Sherman: Well, as we know, for instance, I think the biggest case that comes 
to mind when it comes to civil versus criminal liability was the O.J. 
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Simpson case where he was acquitted of murdering his former 
wife. There was a civil lawsuit afterwards. 

 When we're talking about a criminal case, the people, the 
prosecution has to prove that every element of a crime was proven 
beyond reasonable doubt. The threshold is much lower for civil 
cases, so that's really a preponderance of the evidence. Meaning, 
you tilt the scale, so it's just for ... it could be as low as 51%. 

 In a case like this, you might be held not responsible for a criminal 
act of shooting somebody in self defense. But then you have civil 
act of you can be liable civilly. At least you can be sued, and still 
have to defend a lawsuit. If it comes after something as not being 
negligent, guess what? That's an intentional to court, and your 
insurance company is not going to cover you. 

 So using a firearm in the inappropriate, wrong circumstances can 
absolutely ruin your life financially. You might decide, well, whatever 
is going to happen, I'm about to die here, and I'm going to act 
decisively. That's why it's so important to have these decisions 
made ahead of time. 

 You had brought up a point also about who is in your home. You 
can use, this brings up issues of what kind of rounds you want to 
use. Here's a really interesting, since we're talking about myth, 
there is a stigmatization of hollow point rounds that they are just 
designed to kill. In fact, in San Francisco, California, it is unlawful 
for any gun store ... yes, there are some in San Francisco believe it 
or not, to sell within the city limit, hollow point rounds. We also call 
these law enforcement rounds. 

 We have a stigmatization of a certain round, which is really optimal 
in personal defense because it's not going to pass through a target 
and hit somebody else. Again, we have the anti-gun educated 
contingency while these rounds are just intended to cause massive 
carnage, and damage, inflict more harm on the body that's needed. 
But what they don't understand is unlike a full metal jacket round, 
it's not going to pass through and hit somebody else unintentionally. 
That can be somebody in the background, in public, or one of your 
children. 

Brian Duff: Right. That's part of the problem, right? Because, the whole issue, 
and I think when it comes to both the criminal, and the civil cases 
that you may be involved in if you do shoot, or have an incident is, 
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and we spoke about this earlier is what do the people who are 
trying you consider reasonable. 

 For example, if you get tried, I'm sure, and we've seen it down in 
Texas out in some rural area, or whatever, you probably have a 
pretty open aperture as far as what you can do to defend yourself. 
But then we've seen if you're in California up in the Bay Area and 
San Francisco, and you defend yourself, and you go to a jury trial, 
yeah, it's you might be completely justified, but you have some very 
different views of what's going on that, up there, of the people who 
are making the decisions about your future when it comes to 
criminal or civil liability. 

Suzanne Sherman: And, you know that brings back a point you mentioned earlier. 
Again, we have these social justice warriors, they're going to bring 
in all these other dynamics. They're going to look at the race, 
maybe the sexual disposition of the person that you shoot. Then 
they're going to look at your Facebook pages, any social media 
posts and see, "Well, maybe this person was predisposed, and 
wanting to harm somebody like this." 

 Again, this is very, very important to think about, because anything 
in your past is going to be either used for or against you depending 
on the circumstances. 

Brian Duff: Right. When I talk to people, when I discuss mindset for everybody 
out there, not only do you need to know your situational awareness 
for overcoming the situation at the time of the attack, extra strategy, 
what's going on around you, but you also need to know what your 
legal rights are when you're doing something. So when you're pre-
planning, if you're going through a "what if" scenarios as you drive 
around, what if this car does this? What if this person does that? 
Not only should you think about, "Hey, if this car comes at me, I'm 
going to swerve right, or swerve left." And, the actual physical 
things you're going to do, but you should probably consider those 
legal ramifications. 

 So you say, "Well, if I do this, I could get jammed up in this way." 
Those legal considerations because they can be so impactful on a 
person's life, really get me to go into that pre-thought that comes 
into your situational awareness, and part of your OODA loop, so 
that way, after you do something, you can be completely justified in 
you shoot. And, depending on your day in court, you can lose your 
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house, you can lose your firearms. They could take your buckets of 
rice. Whatever it is, you can lose all that. 

 Again, when that round leaves the barrel, or you swing that bat ... I 
knew a guy back when I ... this is again when I was living in 
California, that he came out one night, and this is I think like a third 
time it had happened to him. Some guy was leaning under the dash 
trying to wire up his car to drive it off. 

 Well, the guy was sitting there with his legs sticking out of the car, 
and he took a bat, and cracked the dude across the knees before 
he called the cops. Went to prison. They were like, "Dude, you just 
ruined this guy's life." The guy, I think the guy ruined his own life by 
trying to steal someone's car. But that's what that guy dealt with. So 
you got to really think about all that. 

Suzanne Sherman: Yeah, and just to give another extreme example. I'm going to 
Canada for this one. But in Canada, and we have some laws like 
these where the states, I think in San Francisco, and now they're 
really trying to mandate that you have your firearms locked up in a 
safe, and locked up, and kept separately from your ammunition. 
That, unfortunately, is one of the ways the NRA says you should be 
storing your firearms. I take strong exception to this because it's not 
going to be handy when you need it. 

 But in the areas where it is mandated that you do this, citing an 
extreme example, a case out of Canada where an individual used 
his firearm used his home to defend himself successfully from what 
was shown to be a lethal threat, was actually cited with violating the 
storage laws that they had, because the justification they used, 
"Had your firearms been properly stored, there is no way you could 
have gotten them in time for thwart that." 

 This is the mindset that we're dealing with. Yes, this is coming to 
America judging by a lot of the anti-gun rhetoric we're seeing now, 
this wouldn't surprise me if we started seeing cases like these here. 

Brian Duff: Definitely. No, I think that's coming more, and more. It's a world 
view that's going on. On your podcast we'll get into all of that. 

Suzanne Sherman: Yeah. 

Brian Duff: Look at London right now. They're going after knives. There's 
actually a movement underway in the politics in London, or in the 
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UK where they're discussing banning pointed kitchen knives. Like 
you're not allowed to have a pointed kitchen knife anymore. We can 
all say that, that's crazy and all that. But what that shows is there is 
that leaning in the political area, the legal area, that is now like if 
you use that pointed kitchen knife to defend yourself, you may be in 
trouble because they'll say, "Well, hey, you didn't have it." 

 That, if the society is thinking about banning pointed kitchen knives, 
that's that same group of people that's going to be sitting on your 
jury trial when you go to court. 

Suzanne Sherman: That's what's so scary, is that you have to think about that. That's 
why I tell people jury nullification is so important. Actually somebody 
was just charged in England for murdering somebody that did break 
into their home. So we're seeing that. Know the laws in your state. 
If they are not very friendly towards you, you have to understand 
that you better have an iron clad reason for using lethal force. 

 In fact, there are some things you should definitely not do. I think 
we should take some time to get into that. 

Brian Duff: Sure. 

Suzanne Sherman: If you have to resort to lethal force, there are certain things you do 
not do. First of all, you do want to cooperate with law enforcement. 
When they show up, you have to make sure that they know you're 
armed. Let them know, "Here is my firearm." It's best if you can 
have it sitting with the slide lock open showing that you are not 
armed, and there is no confusion that you are a threat to the police 
officers. 

 Then when they start to want to question you, you tell them ... you 
don't say, "He came into my home, I blew his brains out." No. You 
be quiet. You have a right to remain silent. I highly urge you to use 
that right. But you let the law enforcement know, "I fully intend to 
cooperate. I was defending myself. We will address this further 
once I have council present." 

 Let them know you intend to cooperate, but you will not speak 
further other than saying that you were defending yourself until you 
have consulted an attorney. 
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Brian Duff: Right. Now one of the things you just mentioned a minute ago was 
jury nullification. Real quick for the people who may not know, what 
is jury nullification? 

Suzanne Sherman: The founding fathers in their infinite wisdom in the Bill of Rights in 
the 6th amendment included the right to a trial by jury, meaning the 
general government could not try you without a review of your 
peers. So we have jury trials in the States. If you feel that a law is 
being applied in an unjust manner, or if the law itself is unjust, you 
have the right as a juror to do what I call throw some grains of sand 
into the gears of justice by telling the people who are prosecuting 
that, "I did not think that this case is an adequate resolution of what 
you consider to be a criminal matter, and I refuse to convict." 

 It's a right we all have, but the government tries to hide the football 
from you on this and get around it by giving you jury instructions 
saying that, "If we show these facts, you much convict." And, you 
don't have to. 

Brian Duff: Nice. Now when we talk about council, and legal defense, there is 
all these different organizations out there that are coming up now 
that they're like an insurance. You subscribe to them, and if 
something happens, if you get into a firearms related incident, they 
will provide you with an attorney, they give you advice on what to 
do. They actually give you a card to carry in your pocket, or your 
wallet, your purse, whatever, to tell you, "This is what to do if you 
get into a violent altercation, a shooting altercation." 

 What do you think about those groups? Are there anything to look 
for with them? What's your opinions on that? 

Suzanne Sherman: I've heard about them. It's pretty much just a form of insurance. You 
have to gauge is the cost going to be worth the likelihood? I know 
there are various gun organizations that have representation. Like 
you said, if you get in an incident, if you're paying us every month, 
you will have access to these attorneys. 

 But I don't know what the extent of the representation will be. What 
are you paying for, for this membership, or with your so-called 
policy? Does that take you through to a jury trial? Does that cover 
all these motions? I just don't know. I prefer to already, again, we're 
talking about planning before it's really needed. Know an attorney 
ahead of time that you know, that you trust, where you are. One 
that you have a relationship with. 
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 Most attorneys will give you a consultation to say, "Look, I have 
firearms. I would like to talk to you with regards to something that 
might happen. I want to get to know you a little bit." They'll give you 
a consultation. You don't even have to have them on retainer to 
know that you're going to be able to call them. That's another big 
misconception is that you have to have an attorney on retainer to 
be able to use them. 

 I'll tell you what? There is no criminal defense attorney that you can 
call at any time of day that's going to say, "I'm sorry. I won't take 
your business because you don't have me on retainer." There is a 
very saturated market, and attorneys willing to represent you. But 
know a competent one ahead of time. 

Brian Duff: Now when you say competent, especially when it comes to 
firearms, legalities, and all that, is there someone you should look 
at like a specific type of attorney, or anything you should do 
because I know attorneys are like doctors. I just heard this 
comment at work the other day where I deal with practical 
medicine, and such. I told people. I said, "When you get down to 
attorneys and medical professionals, they all say the same thing, I 
either practice law, or I'm practicing medicine." When they say I'm 
practicing, it's because no one's perfected it yet. 

 Obviously you have some attorneys that finished the top of their 
class, and then you have the attorneys that squeak by. How do you 
judge a good attorney? How do you judge someone that will be a 
good representative of you when it comes to a firearms or use of 
force topic. 

Suzanne Sherman: Well, you have to look at their history, what their focus of their 
practices. Again, you don't want a civil litigator, or a corporate 
attorney to be representing you in this matter. They all put their 
profession, and their areas of expertise out there in their 
advertisement. I always recommend going by personal referral first 
and foremost. If you can't do that, then just forwarding through 
them. 

 You will see lawyers that call themselves gun right lawyers, second 
amendment lawyers, you know me, I'm a real purist. I do not like 
lawyers calling your rights to your second amendment right, that 
there is no such thing as a second amendment right. It's a 
restriction on the general government. But, again, we are talking 
about the necessity to have somebody confidently represent you 
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because you are now facing criminal or civil issues with regards to 
the use of your firearm. 

 Look at what their experience is. Do they have people that are 
willing to speak up for them and say they helped me. Check with 
the bar association. Always check with the bar association to see if 
there is any record of discipline with this attorney. How they went to 
law school, how they performed in law school, where they went to 
law school is really no indication of what kind of a lawyer somebody 
is. For crying out loud, the dumbest justices we have on the 
supreme court all went to Harvard and Yale. So don't look at that as 
an example. Again, personal references. Do your research ahead 
of time. 

Brian Duff: Right, and you mentioned something a few minutes ago that I really 
want to go back on and touch on it. It was if you do have a use of 
force in your house, and the police are coming, you mentioned, 
"Hey, try to get the gun down." I'll tell everybody, and you can all go 
talk to your local law enforcement. If you have friends who are 
police officers, when they come to that house, and they've heard 
there is a shooting going on, their adrenaline is pumping. They 
don't know the situation, they don't know how many people are in 
the house necessarily. You can tell them, but they can never 
assume that you were right. They don't know if everybody is there. 

 My suggestion to you, if you've eliminated the threat, or to anybody 
out there, get that firearm out of your hand. When you hear the 
police coming in your house, either prone out, put your hands on 
your head or whatever.  

 I grew up in Los Angeles, and I have a buddy who is a California 
Highway Patrolman. He was working up North. He said he could 
always tell when he was pulling over someone from the LA area 
because they'd roll down their window when he pulled them over. 
They'd turn their light on, they'd stick their hands out the window. 

 People say, "why would I want to do that, and all that?" I am trying 
to diffuse that situation because that police officer does not know 
what's going on, and he or she deals with a lot of bad stuff all the 
time. They could be amped up, and if you move wrong in the 
moment, you can end up suffering or leave from it because that 
police officer is amped up, and he or she may mistakenly think that 
you're part of the problem, rather than the victim. 
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 Do whatever you can to not look like a threat when those police 
officers come to the door, or sheriffs, deputies, whatever you have. 

Suzanne Sherman: Yeah. What's so important, again, Mind4Survival. This is so 
important to get into that mindset. Am I going to be comfortable 
using my firearm? There is only one way to do that, that is to train, 
to train, to train. 

 Then ask yourself these ethical questions. Some people have 
decided ... I used to watch that show, Doomsday Preppers. They 
had one group of people out there that said no matter what 
happens, we are Christians, and we will not take a life even it 
means saving our own. That's a personal call everybody has to 
make. 

 Answer these questions ahead of time. If it turns out that your life is 
on the line, or you have to protect one of your children, you have to 
decide at the time, or ahead of time, "I will act, and I will act 
decisively." Because, if you don't act decisively, you're actually 
going to be more of a detriment, and a hindrance to your own and 
your family's survival. 

 Again, remember, what kind of round are you going to use? What 
kind of firearm are you going to use? You mentioned having 
children in your home. Penetrating through the walls. What if you 
have neighbors? These are all things that you have to think about 
ahead of time. 

Brian Duff: Definitely. Now that's been some great advice. I think we can 
probably keep going for another hour, but we're running up against 
the end of the show. What I'd like to do to wrap this up is real quick, 
and if you'd like, to have you back on the show again. But what I'd 
like for everybody to do, if you have specific questions about 
firearms related legalities and stuff, keeping in mind that this is not 
a legal advice show, that you need to go to an attorney or 
somebody that understands this stuff in your local area, and 
actually get that advice there, feel free to go to the 
mind4survival.com website, or get in the Mind4Survival Facebook 
group and post some questions, or post your comments below the 
show notes for this episode, and we'll come back on and use those 
to answer some specific questions down the road hopefully. 
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 But to wrap this up, Suzanne, what would you look at if you had to 
summarize some key takeaways you'd like for people to take away 
when they're done listening. 

Suzanne Sherman: I'd like them, again, prepare yourself mentally. What will you be 
willing to do to save your own life, to save your children's lives? 
How far out are you going to extend that responsibility to defend 
others? Are you willing to take the time to train? Are you willing to 
take the time to understand the legalities, and then prepare yourself 
for if you do have to resort to such action, know what you need to 
do ahead of time. Prepare, prepare, prepare. Get in that mental 
frame of mind. Situational awareness is key. If you can avoid 
getting into such a situation, you are all the better off. 

Brian Duff: Preparedness. Wow, what a crazy concept. 

Suzanne Sherman: Crazy. 

Brian Duff: Now before we go, would you please let everybody know where 
they can follow you, or find you online? Also, let us know where 
your shows are. 

Suzanne Sherman: Well, I appreciate that. My show is called the Wasatch Report. We 
have a network, Cerberus Radio Network. It is online, and we did 
go lice so people can chime in and ask questions as I go in live, 
and I do answer them. I have an email if you want a more specific 
detailed response, Suzanne, SUZANNE@LITTEL.com. I'm happy 
to answer emails. I'm happy to come back and follow the Facebook 
thread. Tag me in it, and I will answer any questions that we have 
for there as well. 

 Again, what I talk about politics, I don't do the party politics, 
democrat, republican. I am all about liberty. The way we can live as 
a free society is to be self-reliant. That's why this show is so 
important. Rely on yourself, rely less on government, and we will 
have more freedom. 

Brian Duff: That's awesome. You've just given me my dose of motivation here 
again. I appreciate Suzanne. I'm glad you came on the show today. 
I hope we can have you back on. I look forward to doing your show 
here in the next week or two. 

 With that, we'll go ahead and wrap this up. Thanks a lot, and have a 
great day. 
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Suzanne Sherman: Enjoyed it. Thank you. 

Brian Duff: Well, there you go everyone, what an awesome interview with 
Suzanne Sherman. I hope you found a lot of good take aways from 
that. But remember as I said at the beginning of the show, go seek 
the advice of a local attorney who can give you the best advice 
about your area, and how the laws apply to do should you have to 
defend yourself. 

 Now if you have any questions about this topic, make sure you post 
them in the comment section of the show notes for this episode, 
which you can find at mind4survival.com/47, or post them up in the 
Mind4Survival Facebook group if you're a member there. If you 
aren't, make sure you go ahead and join. 

 Also, make sure you checked out Suzanne on Facebook. She has 
a wealth of preparedness and legal knowledge. It's there to help 
you out. Lastly, if you haven't done so, please be sure to subscribe 
to this podcast. Share it with your friends, and leave me an honest 
rating on iTunes, or whatever podcast app you're using. 

 Now as always, stay safe, secure, and prepared. Never forget, 
you're just prep away from being better prepared. Bye for now. 

Announcer: Thanks for listening to the Mind4Survival podcast at 
mind4survival.com/47. That's mind4survival.com/47. 
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Resources:  Mind4Survival 

   Mind4Survival Facebook Group 

   Mind4Survival Facebook Page 

   Mind4Survival YouTube Channel 

   Mind4Survival Instagram 

   Mind4Survival Twitter 
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